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tion, comparable synthesis tests under standard arc discharge conditions
have been conducted. These exhibit a 4 3 yield of fullerenes in a helium
ambient. Under standard conditions the work press ure is 200 Torr while
the electric arc current between the electrodes is maintained at 50 A. The
cross sections of the electrodes are 5x3 mm for the fixed electrode and
2 x 2.5 mm for the mobile electrode. The power supply voltage is alternating within th e limits of 17±0.5 V. The work materials are spectral purity
carbon and 99.999 3 pure He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe gases. The fine soot
synthesised within the discharge region was shown to contain Cso/C70
fullerene mixture quantities, 53 in Xe, 5.73 in Ar, 5.93 in Kr, 63 in
Ne and 4.3 3 in He.
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1. Introduction
Following the pioneering work conducted on fullerene synthesis described in [~
and [2] it became apparent that their fabrication is a spontaneous process which
favours a higher carbon vapour phase concentration. In the presence of a noble gas
which simulates the interaction between the carbon atoms and at the absence of
gases reaching with carbon the most widely used method for bringing the carbon
to a vapour phase has been the method of resistive heating (3 , 4, 5), arc discharge
heating [6, 7] and laser beam heating [8]. To a certain extent a combination of the
resistive and arc discharge heating methods is the contact arc discharge method
(9 , 10] for which the evaporation due to the arc and evaporation at the points
of electrode contact proceeds in conjunction or succession. Suitable conditions for
fullerene growth can be created in a localized region even in a reaching gases ambient
as is the case of fullerenes obtained at benzene burning in Oxygen [11). In all of
the methods outlined above the noble work gas utilized has been the He . The
question whether in production one of the other noble gases can replace Helium in
a wholesome fashion, cannot be regarded as finally solved. But the question which
@1995 St. Kliment Ohridski University Press All rights reserved
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of the noble gases is utilized in fullerene production is significant in as far as it
plays a major role in determining their fabrication price.

Fullerene Produ
than the quantity which i
account of the thinner ele

2. Experimental
The experimental installation with which the investigations were conducted is
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The electrodes fabricated from spectrally clear carbon are indicated by 1 and 2. The cross section of the immobile electrode 1 is
15 mm 2 while the cross section of the mobile electrode 2 is 5 mm 2 . The burning
arc coaxial quartz cylinder housing 3 is 80 mm in diameter. An oscilloscope 5 with
which the arc discharge transients are observed is connected in parallel with the
power supply source 4. Prior to each experiment the work chamber 6 is evacuated
by means of the vacuum pump assembly 7. High purity noble gases at 99.999 %
including He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe have been introduced into the work chamber by
means of the gas inlet assembly 8. After a range of preliminary experiments to
determine the appropriate fabrication conditions it was decided to utilize a 50 A
power supply current source and a work pressure of 200 Torr. Under these conditions a 4 % yield of C60 /C1o was obtained in a Helium ambient. An alternating
current supply was employed to observe the transient processes taking place when
the polarity of the current passing through the system is changed as well as to
record the state of the plasma within the arc discharge space so as to maintain the
process constant. To maintain a gas discharge with a short arc the gas pressure and
current density in the arc region were chosen such that the arc was located between
the electrodes. A small distance leads to a greater electric field potential within the
discharge region to a significant energy density per unit volume and hence finally
to a more intense sublimation of the thin electrode. The arc is maintained at the
electrode face surfaces with a smaller number of ionized particles and the transient
process is therefore shorter.
The sublimating carbon atoms or atom groups can leave the arc region as single
~toms, clusters, soot or fullerenes in the perpendicular to the narrow gap between
the electrodes. From this moment onwards the growth of carbon clusters due to the
presence of new carbon atoms is reduced. Carbon cluster degradation under the
impact of the hot or charged particles is also reduced due to the large temperature
and electrostatic gradients characteristic of the short arc. When the thin electrode
has a "+" polarity a large particle of the carbon atoms sublimates from the electrode
and reaches the opposite thick electrode when an intense artificially included gas
stream in the region between the two electrodes is lacking . If the local temperature
at the thick electrode surface is sufficient for it to cool and become attached, it
deposits.
If the electrodes were of the same cross section, when the polarity was changed,
the transport of carbon atoms would have been reversed towards the electrode of
origin. When however there are some differences between the size of the electrodes,
as in our case, then the cooling causes the surface temperature of the thicker electrode to become lower. Then the quantity of material which deposits on it is more
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Fig. 1. Apparatus for investigating the fullerene yield in different noble
gases

The close proximity of the electrodes and their irregular structure are the reasons
for an unhomogeneous discharge. Given the appropriate conditions particles with
relatively large mass and structure similar to that of the initial material (coarse
soot) detach from the electrodes . Due to its large mass the coarse soot falls to the
bottom of the work chamber. The coarse soot does not contain fullerenes. Carbon
that sublimates is the soot and material containing fullerenes. This material is
transported by the ambient gas stream and finally deposits on the walls of the
work chamber. The coarse soot, the fine soot and the deposit on the electrodes are
collected and weighed separately on an assay-balance. The quantity of fullerenes
contained in the fine soot is extracted employing the method described in [3], the
next step is the determination of their weight. Following this the fullerenes are
identified by studying their UV and IR spectra. The C50/C10 material mixture
obtained is not segregated into separate fractions. The content of Buckyball type
fullerenes in the coarse soot and thick electrode deposit is known to be insignificant,
thus no attempt has been made to extract it.

3. Results and Discussion
The utilization of the different Noble gases at arc discharge under standard conditions is summarised in Fig. 2. The figure shows that the mass of carbon which
is converted into fine soot (nonsymmetric clusters and fullerenes), coarse soot and
deposits onto the colder electrode depend on the type of gas used. Percentage wise,
the mass of the thinner sputtered electrode which is converted into fine soot is the
greatest for Ne - 50 %. For the other gases the fine soot is respectively: He -
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20 %, Ar - 12 %, Kr - 16 %, and Xe - 12 %. At first sight it is illogical that
the quantity obtained for Ne exceeds the quantity obtained when He is utilized.
In order to understand this anomaly we have to make a comparison between the
coarse soot and the quantities of carbon which are deposited in the thick electrode.
Moving on from Ne to Xe carbon atoms detached from the thin electrode eventually deposit on the thick electrode (the hatched area on the diagram) , 8 % for Ne,
20 % for Ar, 68 % for Kr and 82 % for Xe. These values correlate with the increase
in gas molecule mass and the decrease of the ionization potential of the respective
gas . The issue here is the quantity of material which accumulates on the el ectrodes.
In fact the quantity of carbon which has traversed the distance between the two
electrodes is significant since at the change of the electrode polarity a large part
of the carbon subliming during the former half cycle potential difference change
is brought back by resubliming. The efficiency of this multiple movement of the
carbon atoms from elect;rode to electrode is decreased for He, given the present gas
comparison conditions , since the He molecule has a smaller mass and high ionisation potential. Finally this leads to the formation of a smaller quantity of fin e soot ,
regardless of the fact that the conditions for the formation of small size clusters are
most favourable.
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Fig. 2. Mass of carbon converted into fine soot , coarse soot and deposits onto the
thick electrode

The total speed of destruction of the thin electrode has been measured at a mass
reduction rate for the different gases in mg/min and is shown in Fig. 3 where th e
greatest destruction in a Ne ambient is taken as a base. What is impressive is that
in our case the destruction of the electrode in Ne is significantly greater than it is
in He and the other gases which shows that the density of the carbon particles in
the arc region (where the fullerenes are formed) is much greater for Ne than it is
for He and this can explain the grater amount of fullerenes obtained in Ne.
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Fig. 4. Fullerene yield from 1 mg of fine soot

The different quantities of fine soot obtained while utilizing different noble gases
do not imply that unit quantity of fine soot the numerical distribution of the cluster
composites by form and number of carbon atoms is necessarily very different. In
fact the measured percentage content of a C60/C10 fullerene mix in them is commensurable. It is 4.3 % for He, 6 % for Ne, 5.7 % for Ar , 5.9 % for Kr and 5 % for
Xe. Compared with one another these can be seen in Fig. 4. The yield for Ne has
been chosen as the base for comparison. Knowing the quantity of fine soot per unit
weight obtained at the electrode as well as their fullerene percentage content , the
effectiveness of electrode carbon conversion can be determined (in this case the thin
electrode carbon) in terms of fullerenes. This comparison is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The differences in the electrical behaviour of the different gases and their different
ability to sputter and heat up the graphite electrodes, as well as to decompose the
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fullerenes themselves influence the speed with which the fullerene mix C60 /C 70
is produced. This affects the quantity of the energy spent for their fabrication.
We measured and compared the quantities of energy required for obtaining a unit
weight of fullerene mix. If it is accepted that the efficiency of obtaining fullerenes
in a Ne ambient is 100 %, then given the same quantity of energy, when utilizing
different gases we shall obtain a smaller quantity of fullerenes while the effectiveness
of the process will yield the comparison shown in Fig. 6. The production expenses
incurred are obviously connected with the quantity and price of the energy spent ,
however the price of the noble gas utilized must also be considered.
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There is also a very important peculiarity, not discussed so far. In the utilization
of close proximity electrodes, as shown in Fig. 1, a significant mass of carbon deposits on the thick electrode, much more than the fullerene mass. These contain a
large quantity of heavy fullerenes [12, 13, 14, 15] which during the multiple transport of carbon from the one electrode to the other are subject to destruction and
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build up, thus possibly playing an exceptionally important role in the process of
fullerene synthesis.

4. Conclusion
The similar percentage quantities of fullerenes in the fine soot when utilizing the
different noble gases allow us to conclude that the mechanism of carbon cluster
formation for the different gases is preserved to a large extent, while the specific
properties of the gases are manifested mainly in the different electrical behaviour of
the gas ambient due to the range of possibilities for free charge carrier generation
(most of these play an active role in determining the yield quantity and mechanisms
of free carbon atom formation). With the increase in the noble gas atomic numb er
and ionisation capability the arc is more easily maintained and the thermo-emission
necessary for the charge-carrier creation to occur at a lower electrode temperature.
The lower electrode temperatures favour the formation of deposits on the thick
electrode while with the increase of the noble gas mass the yield of coarse soot and
many-atom clusters becomes a more common event. The observed He anomaly in
comparison with Ne shows that given a proper choice in the deposition conditions
the detrimental consequences due to the use of heavier noble gases can be compensated and even lead to superior results. The search for the most proper work mode
is especially compulsive when not only the final percentage content of fullerenes
produced is considered but also the cost of maintaining the processes of fulleren e
synthesis when utilizing the various noble gases whose prices differ.
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